
The ultimate shelter patio cover 
that offers style and elegance to 
enhance your outdoor living area.

Pergola

EliteAluminum.com



“Naturewood Pergola unsurpassed 
durability will preserve its beauty 
for years to come.”

Custom Designed Shade Settings

Standard Colors, Embossing and Style Options

Impenetrable Non-staining Paint Coating

Sequoia Package



Whether you’re gardening, swimming, relaxing, or entertaining, the cool shade of your new Naturewood 

Pergola system will make it much more enjoyable.  In addition to comfort, the Naturewood Pergola patio 

cover is totally weather resistant with unsurpassed durability. A traditional wood pergola will crack, warp, 

split, and require re-staining or resealing.  With state of the art computer precision controlled machinery 

and the Duracoat XT-10 finishing systems, Elite Aluminum brings to the market the only pergola system that 

will preserve its beauty for years,  without the necessary maintenance required in other pergola systems. 

Pergola



Custom 
Designed 

Shade 
Settings



The Naturewood Pergola gives you the flexibility to determine the amount of shade you desire. Any combination 

of shade and sunlight from 40%, 60% to 100% total shade can also be created while the other portion allows as 

much sunlight as desired. Combine styles that will provide full protection from the rain or sun and to allow desired 

amount of light into your kitchen, bedroom or outdoor living areas. Designs are engineered to meet state, county, 

and local building codes, including winds up to 170mph when properly installed.



Standard 
Colors, 

Embossing 
& Style 
Options



The Naturewood Pergola is a rough sawn cedar embossed aluminum available in the following colors: 

White, Silver, Desert Sand, Almond Sand, Adobe Clay and Spanish Brown.  There are different style 

options that include Korbel, Scallop, Mitered & Beveled.  

SILVERWHITE DESERT SAND ALMOND SAND ADOBE CLAY SPANISH BROWN

KORBEL BEVELEDSCALLOP MITERED

Select from different styles and colors. 



Impenetrable 
Non-staining 
Paint Coating



Featuring the Duracoat XT-10 Weatherguard Paint Coating which is a low-maintenance, highly durable polyester coating 

great for interior and exterior applications. The XT-10 series is formulated with a proprietary composite polyester resin for 

resistance to U.V. degradation to prevent chalking and fading in severe environments.  Its surface protection enhances 

resistance to dirt, stains and scratches for easy-to-clean performance.  These features make our polyester coated 

aluminum pergola system an excellent choice for your outdoor living area.  All Naturewood Pergola systems are backed 

by our Exclusive Limited Lifetime Warranty, as you enjoy your new outdoor living area for many years to come.



Sequoia 
Package



The Sequoia Package combines the Naturewood Pergola system with the Elite insulated roof system to 

protect your outdoor living area from the elements and keeping a cool environment under the solid roof 

structure.   Electrical raceways concealed in the Elite roof can support lighting or ceiling fans underneath the 

solid roof structure.

The Sequoia Package is available in either a 3”, 4” or 6” thickness, depending upon your geographical 

location.  Specifically, the thickness required is based upon snow load, wind load and other engineering 

and customer requirements.   
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Pergola

PROUDLY MANUFACTURED IN THE USA


